The Voting Rights Act of 1965 (VRA) has been a powerful tool to protect Asian Americans from discrimination and increase the community’s access to the ballot. Unfortunately, this tool has been rendered less effective in the wake of harmful and short-sighted decisions by the Supreme Court, including Shelby County v. Holder, 570 U.S. 2 (2013) (Shelby County) more than a decade ago. As one of the nation’s fastest growing racial group, Asian Americans are also an increasingly significant part of the electorate. Unfortunately, the community has yet to maximize its political power and will be unable to do so without a restored and strengthened VRA to fully protect their right to vote.

Asian Americans have a long history of being denied the rights held by U.S. citizens, including the right to vote. Racist laws barring Asian Americans from entering or staying in the country, owning land, or voting, among other exclusionary laws, were often based on the perception and fear of Asian Americans as “outsiders” and “perpetual foreigners,” and the attendant perceived political threat to the status quo. These problems continue to manifest today and are likely to worsen because of the inevitable demographic shifts across the nation. As one of the fastest growing racial or ethnic group for over the last several decades, Asian Americans are becoming more politically visible and viable all across the country, which is resulting in increased racial appeals against Asian American candidates and efforts to erect barriers to the ballot for Asian American voters. The loss of a functioning Section 5 preclearance regime has resulted in ongoing harms and discrimination against Asian American voters and must be restored and strengthened in order to ensure equal access to democracy for Asian Americans.

**Organizational Information**

Asian Americans Advancing Justice – AAJC (Advancing Justice – AAJC) is a national 501 (c)(3) nonprofit founded in 1991 in Washington, D.C. Advancing Justice – AAJC’s mission is to advance the civil and human rights for Asian Americans and to build and promote a fair and equitable society for all. Advancing Justice – AAJC fights for our civil rights through education, litigation, and public policy advocacy, empowering our communities by bringing local and national constituencies together and ensuring Asian Americans are able to participate fully in our democracy.
Advancing Justice – AAJC is a member of Asian Americans Advancing Justice (Advancing Justice), a national affiliation of five civil rights nonprofit organizations that joined together in 2013 to promote a fair and equitable society for all by working for civil and human rights and empowering Asian Americans and Pacific Islanders and other underserved communities. The Advancing Justice affiliation is comprised Advancing Justice – ALC located in San Francisco, Advancing Justice – Los Angeles, Advancing Justice – AAJC located in Washington, D.C., Advancing Justice – Chicago, and Advancing Justice – Atlanta.

Advancing Justice – AAJC’s Community Partners Network enhances our voting rights advocacy by elevating community voices and providing insight into the issues facing our diverse community. This a collaboration of over 300 community-based organizations in 37 states¹ and the District of Columbia helps to further our reach and strengthen our understanding of the communities we represent across issue areas.

In particular, Advancing Justice – AAJC works to eliminate barriers Asian Americans face in participating in our nation's political process. This includes working to defend and enforce the Voting Rights Act (VRA), improving election systems, and providing analysis of Asian American electoral participation. In addition to poll monitoring and voter protection efforts across the country, Advancing Justice – AAJC, in partnership with APIAVote, has run a multilingual Asian election protection hotline 888-API-VOTE that provides in language assistance to voters who have questions about the election process or are experiencing problems while trying to vote. A key player in collaboration with other civil rights groups regarding the reauthorization of the Voting Rights Act in 2006, Advancing Justice – AAJC has engaged in ongoing efforts to address the disastrous Shelby County decision.

Additionally, through our litigation program, Advancing Justice – AAJC influences key civil rights issues that have significant impact on Asian Americans and immigrant communities, both in the courts and through technical assistance for our Community Partners. We pursue impact litigation in federal courts, file amicus briefs, including in cases before the U.S. Supreme Court, and engage with the broader racial and social justice coalition to advance key issues creatively. We have actively engaged in impact litigation and amicus work to protect Asian American voters.

Asian Americans Have Long Experienced Discrimination in the United States

Historians have documented the protracted history of Asian Americans in the United States.² Asian Americans have faced extensive discrimination throughout this time, including the denial of rights held by U.S. citizens, such as the right to vote.

¹ The states in which we have Community Partners are Alabama, Arizona, Arkansas, California, Colorado, Connecticut, District of Columbia, Florida, Georgia, Hawaii, Illinois, Iowa, Kentucky, Louisiana, Maine, Maryland, Massachusetts, Michigan, Minnesota, Mississippi, Nebraska, Nevada, New Jersey, New Mexico, New York, North Carolina, Ohio, Oklahoma, Oregon, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, Tennessee, Texas, Utah, Virginia, Washington, and Wisconsin.
In the mid-19th century, Chinese workers came to work in gold mines, agricultural and garment industries, and as railroad laborers on the west coast. At the end of the 19th century, Chinese immigrants were unfairly blamed for lack of economic opportunity. Such sentiments gave rise to the 1875 Page Act, which primarily targeted certain Asian immigrants deemed “undesirable.”

Extending their racism from deterring “undesirables” to all new Chinese immigrants, the Senate followed suit by passing the Chinese Exclusion Act of 1882. As the first U.S. immigration law to bar an entire ethnic group, the Chinese Exclusion Act effectively prohibited Chinese immigrants from entering the U.S. for about 60 years and barred anyone of Chinese descent from gaining citizenship. Extending the Chinese Exclusion Act for another ten years, the Geary Act of 1892 required that Chinese individuals obtain “certificates of residence” while denying them the right to be released on bail upon application for a writ of habeas corpus. Furthermore, Chinese immigrants “were not allowed to bear witness in court”: only a “credible white witness” could testify on their behalf. Despite using the fig leaf of economic security as its pretense, the Chinese Exclusion Act fell in line with the larger anti-Chinese movement that advanced a racist campaign for white purity under threat from Chinese immigration.

The Chinese exclusionary laws codified through legislation anti-Asian sentiments that had long been held in the United States. As legal scholar Leti Volpp has noted, “[f]ollowing the Civil War, Congress discussed the wisdom of completely striking racial restrictions to naturalization, but concerns about granting the privileges of citizenship to Chinese immigrants precluded such a shift.” The Naturalization Act of 1870 extended naturalization rights to all “aliens of African nativity and to persons of African descent,” while denying the right to all other non-whites, including Asian Americans.

---

5 See, e.g. 2 Cong. Rec. 3482 (1874), which discusses the “petition of a very large number of people of the State of California” seeking relief “from the influx of...undesirable residents” originating from China.
In addition to immigration restrictions, the western United States exhibited anti-Asian sentiment by enacting land ownership laws that were racially exclusive, including explicit bans on Asian immigrants from owning land. For example, upon obtaining Statehood in 1859, Oregon ratified a Constitution that barred any "Chinaman" from owning property in the state, while granting "white foreigners" the same property ownership rights as native citizens. California amended its constitution in 1879 to state that only aliens of the "white race or of African descent" were eligible for land ownership. Washington’s territorial legislature passed a similar alien land law excluding Chinese from property ownership in 1886 in response to anti-Chinese unrest in the territory. The Washington legislature added a statute to their constitution in 1889 requiring intent to naturalize as a prerequisite for land ownership, thereby excluding Asian immigrants who were by law ineligible for naturalization.

The Supreme Court compounded the impact of anti-Asian laws, setting harmful precedents by repeatedly upholding challenges to discriminatory laws against Asian immigrants and their descendants and establishing Congress’ plenary power on immigration matters. Subsequent legislation, such as the Naturalization Act of 1906, which allowed only “free white persons” and “persons of African nativity or persons of African descent” to naturalize, were also upheld by the Supreme Court. Two key U.S. Supreme Court cases—Ozawa v. U.S. (1922) and U.S. v. Thind (1923)—held that Asian immigrants were not free white people and were therefore ineligible for naturalized citizenship.

---

15 They were denied the right to own land and related real property rights. See, e.g., Webb v. O'Brien, 263 U.S. 313 (1923) upholding California’s Alien Land Law prohibiting land rights for “aliens ineligible for citizenship”; Terrace v. Thompson, 263 U.S. 197 (1923) upheld a similar Alien Land Law in Washington; see also Keith Aoki, “No Right To Own?: The Early Twenty-Century ‘Alien Land Laws’ as a Prelude to Internment,” Boston College Third World Law Journal 19, no. 1 (December 1998): 37–72, describing the history of Alien Land Laws, which, while facially race-neutral, were passed in response to Japanese immigrants competing for agricultural land; see also Oyama v. California, 332 U.S. 633, 662 (1948) (Murphy, J., concurring) noting that California’s Alien Land Law “was designed to effectuate a purely racial discrimination, to prohibit a Japanese alien from owning or using agricultural land solely because he is a Japanese alien.”
18 See, e.g., Ozawa v. United States, 260 U.S. 178, 198 (1922), which held that Ozawa, a Japanese immigrant who had lived in the U.S. for 20 years was “clearly ineligible for citizenship” because he “is clearly of a race which is not Caucasian”; U.S. v. Thind, 261 U.S. 204 (1923) which canceled an Indian national’s US citizenship because he was not a “free white person” in accordance with how the words are commonly understood. See generally Elizabeth R. OuYang, “Two Recent Supreme Court Decisions and Changing Demographics Underscore the Importance of US Citizenship,” Asian American Law Journal 27, no. 1 (2020): 4–18, https://doi.org/10.15779/Z38PK07273.
Ultimately, immigrants from all Asian nations were barred from immigrating to the United States through the Immigration Act of 192419 which expanded the reach of the Chinese Exclusion Act. These exclusionary laws remained in effect until they were repealed by the 1943 Magnuson Act and radically shaped the demographic landscape of America.20

In the most egregious example of anti-Asian sentiment by the United States government, a mere year before these exclusionary laws were repealed by the Magnuson Act, President Roosevelt issued Executive Order 9066. Under the guise of national security, the order authorized the mass incarceration of Japanese Americans in a series of incarceration camps in the United States interior two months after the bombing of Pearl Harbor. Despite the absence of any alleged crimes and without trial or representation, approximately 120,000 U.S. residents of Japanese ancestry, half of whom were children, were incarcerated in federal detention centers. Two thousand of them would never again experience freedom, dying while incarcerated from infectious diseases, bad sanitation, or after being shot by guards.21 Another 5,000 American babies were born while in detention.22 The Supreme Court upheld the laws and curfews imposed by Executive Order 9066 against U.S. citizens of Japanese descent in a disgraceful series of opinions: Korematsu v. United States, 323 U.S. 214 (1944); Hirabayashi v. United States, 320 U.S. 81 (1943); Yasui v. United States, 320 U.S. 115 (1943).

In 1960, only 877,934 Asian Americans are recorded as living in the United States—a mere half of one percent of the American population.23 And due to these restrictions on immigration and naturalization, Asian Americans were left without the ability to vote throughout much of the country’s history.

Legacy of Exclusionary Laws

The ongoing legacy of exclusionary laws against Asian Americans and Japanese incarceration is still felt in the policies of today. In some instances, the government recognized its discrimination. For example, President Ronald Reagan apologized for Japanese incarceration and signed the Civil Liberties Act of 1988, which also gave surviving Japanese Americans $20,000.24 Knowing the historical injustices suffered by Chinese immigrants and their descendants, the Senate introduced and passed a resolution in 2011

---
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acknowledging the discriminatory nature of the Chinese Exclusion Act and other laws against those of Chinese descent in America.  

But the legacy of anti-Asian laws are still with us. Karen Korematsu noted the similarities between the Muslim Ban—when immigrants from predominantly Muslim countries were prohibited from coming into the United States—and the discrimination her father faced during World War II. And despite recognizing the injustice of the Korematsu case, the majority of the Supreme Court in Trump vs. Hawaii upheld the Muslim ban. Other examples, such as the modern detention of families, including children, and the targeting and profiling of Asian Americans and immigrants from Asia, demonstrates that the vestige of the country’s history of anti-Asian racism is alive in contemporary United States society. Anti-Asian racism has only been stoked in recent years by a growing xenophobic backlash against immigrants. Members of our community have been victims of hate crimes simply for being a person of color or for being perceived as unwanted immigrants. Harassment and violence directed toward Asian Americans who were wrongly blamed for the COVID-19 pandemic resulted in the exponential increase in hate crimes against Asian Americans during the last several years.

The current political climate has also seen a resurgence of “alien land laws.” Twenty seven states have introduced discriminatory land bills since November 2022 and eight states have enacted them: Alabama, Arkansas, Florida, Indiana, Louisiana, Montana, Tennessee, and others.

---
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28 Asian Americans were also subject to other discriminatory laws during this time. They were removed from their homes and confined to areas set aside for slaughterhouses and other businesses thought prejudicial to public health or comfort. See Yick Wo v. Hopkins, 118 U.S. 356 (1886) describing the prejudicial enforcement of a San Francisco ordinance. They also faced a number of other discriminatory laws ranging from foreign miner taxes, directed at Chinese gold miners, to anti-Asian business regulations. See Sucheng Chan, Asian Americans: An Interpretive History, Twayne’s Immigrant Heritage of America Series (Boston, Massachusetts: Twayne Publishers, a division of G. K. Hall & Co., 1991), 46-47. Both immigrant and native-born Asian Americans also experienced pervasive discrimination in everyday life. People v. Brady, 40 Cal. 198, 207 (1870) upholding a law providing that “No Indian. . . or Mongolian or Chinese, shall be permitted to give evidence in favor of, or against, any white man” against Fourteenth Amendment challenge; see also Gong Lum v. Rice, 275 U.S. 78 (1927) upholding segregation of Asian schoolchildren.
30 See, e.g., id., at 7-9 discussing numerous incidents of post-9/11 hate crimes prosecuted by the DOJ.
31 Since February 2020, almost 10,000 hate incidents targeting Asian Americans have been reported to Stop AAPI Hate (https://stopaapihate.org/) and the Asian American Advancing Justice affiliation’s Stand Against Hatred reporting site (https://www.standagainsthatred.org/) since the beginning of the pandemic. For more recent data, see Asian Americans Advancing Justice, “PACAANHP: Response to Belonging, Inclusion, Anti-Asian Hate, Anti-Discrimination; Data Disaggregation; Immigration and Citizenship Status; and Language Access Subcommittees’ Questions,” (Washington, DC, February 28, 2024), https://www.advancingjustice-aajc.org/publication/pacaanhp-response-belonging-inclusion-anti-asian-hate-anti-discrimination-data.
and Virginia. These laws regularly prohibit real estate purchases by citizens and business entities from countries with adversarial relationships with the United States, often including China and North Korea. They also place restrictions on the purchase of agricultural land as well as parcels in proximity to “critical infrastructure” such as power plants and military installations. Many of these bills have been introduced in states with a long history of discriminating against Asian Americans through the use of these “alien land laws.” For example, Florida was the last state to repeal its “alien land law,” allowing the law to remain on the books until 2018. Five years later, another alien land law, S.B. 264, was introduced in Florida and was signed by Governor Ron DeSantis on May 8, 2023. Texas has a history of passing alien land laws dating back to 1891. On October 9th, 2023, Texas State Senator Lois Kolkhorst introduced S.B. 51 which seeks to completely ban Chinese, Iranian, North Korean, and Russian citizens from purchasing agricultural land in the state. Florida and Texas are formerly-covered Section 5 jurisdictions that are continuing to discriminate against Asian Americans. These discriminatory land laws will likely only grow more prevalent as anti-Asian sentiments continue to rise.

**Ongoing Voting Discrimination against Asian Americans**

The common thread that weaves together much of the discrimination faced by Asian Americans throughout the nation’s history is the false stereotype of Asian Americans as “outsiders,” “aliens,” and “perpetual foreigners.” This stereotype has infected Asian

---

**Footnotes:**


37 Asian Americans Advancing Justice | AAJC, “Background: Texas S.B. 51.”

38 The Rounds Amendment was recently included in the Senate version of the Fiscal Year 2024 National Defense Authorization Act. This provision would effectively prohibit foreign nationals from China, Russia, North Korea, and Iran from owning agricultural land in the United States by requiring the President of the United States to block specific types of transactions based on recommendations from the Committee on Foreign Investment in the United States (CFIUS). The amendment currently has no exceptions for visa holders and contains a high standard for a waiver, which must be granted by the President of the United States. “S.Amdt.813 to S.Amdt.935 to S.2226 - 118th Congress (2023-2024),” legislation, accessed March 6, 2024, https://www.congress.gov/amendment/118th-congress/senate-amendment/813/text.

American voters’ ability to participate in the political process, with Asian Americans facing pervasive discrimination in voting, including in jurisdictions that were previously covered for Section 5 preclearance.

The “perpetual foreigner” stereotype manifests in verbal attacks against Asian American candidates and voters, negative political ads that falsely cite “Asia” as an enemy to the United States, and racial appeals whereby images of candidates of color are manipulated to trigger negative stereotypes. These manifestations are an ongoing issue that does not appear to be abating. Over the last several decades, attacks have been made against voters and candidates at all levels of office, creating a hostile environment for both voters and candidates and impeding full participation in the political process.

Below, this testimony chronologically details examples of discrimination against Asian American candidates and voters. Since the beginning of this decade, an increasing number of Asian Americans have sought elected office. According to an article, “[T]he number of AAPI candidates who ran for federal office [in the 2020 elections] doubled to 99, from 48 in the 2018 midterms. And the number running for state legislature seats across the country grew by at least 21.”40 Moreover, the article noted, “these candidates have faced an environment of heightened anti-Asian racism that has surged since the pandemic began [...] with many citing President Trump’s rhetoric around the coronavirus [exacerbating] the racism they’ve faced throughout their lives.”41 The ongoing attacks against Asian American candidates and voters continued to occur against this backdrop, in some instances escalating in volume.

• In 2004, a Washington State man “challenged the voting credentials of hundreds of Washington voters,” accusing them of being illegally registered to vote.42 “On behalf of a group he call[ed] Washington State Americans for Legal Immigration,” Martin Ringhofer claimed these voters were “illegal” immigrants.43 He targeted voters and “obtained a list of people who registered to vote when they obtained or renewed a driver’s license,” then looked for voters with names that “have no basis in the English language” and “appear to be from outside the United States” while eliminating from his challenge voters with names “that clearly sounded American-


41 Id.
43 Id.
born, like John Smith, or Powell.”44 This resulted in Ringhofer targeting voters of
Asian and Latino descent.45 One county auditor engaged the Department of Justice
(DOJ) to investigate the problematic challenges.46 When the Spokesman-Review, a
Spokane-area newspaper, “contacted a dozen of the 161 people on Ringhofer’s
Spokane County list,” they discovered that all of them were United States citizens.47

- During the 2004 primary elections in Bayou La Batre, Alabama, only Asian
  Americans had their eligibility challenged at the polls by supporters of a white
  incumbent, who was facing a Vietnamese American opponent during the primaries.
  These supporters falsely accused Asian American voters of not being United States
  citizens or city residents, or of having felony convictions.48 The losing incumbent’s
  rationale was “if they couldn’t speak good English, they possibly weren’t American
  citizens.”49 DOJ’s investigation found the challenges racially motivated and
  prohibited interference from the challengers during the general election.50

- Trenton, New Jersey, radio hosts used racial slurs and spoke in mock Asian
  gibberish on-air while demeaning a Korean American mayoral candidate in April
  2005. One of the hosts, Craig Carton, said:

  Would you really vote for someone named Jun Choi [said in fast-
paced, high-pitched, squeaky voice]? ... And here’s the bottom line:
  no specific minority group or foreign group should ever dictate the
  outcome of an American election. I don’t care if the Chinese
  population in Edison has quadrupled in the last year, Chinese, should
  never dictate the outcome of an election, Americans should... And it’s
  offensive to me... not that I have anything against uh Asians... I really
don’t... I don’t like the fact that they crowd the goddamn blackjack
  tables in Atlantic City with their little chain smoking and little pocket
  protectors.51

- At a community forum in November 2005, a South Asian candidate running for City
  Council Seat 4 in Orange City, Florida, Tom Abraham, was ridiculed for his accent
  by his opponent, Dan Sherrill. Sherrill said in the Orlando Sentinel, “I’m usually not
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46 Letter dated April 5, 2005, from Franklin County Auditor to Martin Ringhofer.
47 Camden, “Man Says Votes from Illegal Immigrants.”
48 “Challenged Asian Ballots in Council Race Stir Discrimination Concerns,” Associated Press, August 30,
  2004, 2B.
49 Id. See DeWayne Wickham, “Why Renew Voting Rights Act? Ala. Town Provides Answer,” USA Today,
t_x.htm (quoting defeated City Council incumbent Jackie Ladnier).
50 Id.
51 Hearing on H.R. 9 Before the H. Subcomm. on the Const. of the H. Judiciary Comm., 109th Cong. 40 at 4
prejudiced, but I don’t want an Indian in my government. As far as I know, he could be a nice guy, but these kind of people get embedded over here. You remember 9/11.” Sherrill also said that voters wouldn’t support Abraham if they saw and heard him, as reported in the St. Petersburg Times.  

• In August 2006, at a campaign stop, then-Senator George Allen announced before a predominantly White audience “Let’s give a warm welcome to Macaca, here. Welcome to America and the real world of Virginia” in reference to one of his opponent’s South Asian staffers. Allen’s use of the racial slur macaca implied that the Virginia-born and raised South Asian staffer was somehow less American and did not belong because of his race.  

• At a 2009 Texas House of Representatives hearing, legislator Betty Brown stated Asian American voters should adopt names that are “easier for Americans to deal with” as a solution to the burdens of voter identification laws. Brown’s statement belied her perception that Asian Americans are separate from other “real Americans” and not welcome in American democracy.  

• In June 2010, State Senator Jake Knotts referred to then-South Carolina State Representative Nikki Haley, an Indian American running for governor, as “[a] f —— ing raghead... [w]e got a raghead in Washington; we don’t need one in South Carolina... [s]he’s a raghead that’s ashamed of her religion trying to hide it behind being Methodist for political reasons.” Knotts further stated his belief that Haley was being guided by outside influences in foreign countries during her gubernatorial run.  

• In August 2015, Deerpark, New York town Supervisor Gary Spears challenged voter registrations submitted by 30 Chinese-American college students, who all registered from a local college dormitory. Essentially questioning the citizenship of the students, Spears said that “all the alarms went off” when the registrations were submitted from the same address.” Ultimately, “the voter registrations of the 30 students were cleared.” An investigation by the attorney general found “several areas of concern,” including “over how the Orange County Board of Elections

53 Id. at 17.  
55 South Asian Americans Leading Together, “From Macacas to Turban Toppers,” 19.  
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handled the challenges, which were directed at whether the new voters were U.S. citizens... [T]he challenges did not specify a reason for questioning the students’ citizenship and did not say, as required by New York election law, whether the reason for the challenges came from personal knowledge or was based on information provided by someone else.”58

• During a 2016 general election debate between the sitting Illinois Senator Mark Kirk and his challenger, Representative Tammy Duckworth, Duckworth spoke about her deep connection to military service. “You know, my family has served this nation in uniform going back to the Revolution. I’m a Daughter of the American Revolution.”59 Kirk then replied, “I forgot that your parents came all the way from Thailand to serve George Washington.”60 According to The Washington Post, “Duckworth’s mother, Lamai, is Thai, but her late father, Franklin, is a Marine Corps veteran whose family roots trace to before the American Revolution. Rep. Duckworth was severely wounded in the Iraq War, losing her legs while serving as a helicopter pilot.”61 Kirk’s campaign failed to issue an apology.62

• During the 2017 local and statewide elections in New Jersey, Asian American candidates were targets of racist propaganda. First, in Edison, New Jersey, two school board candidates, Jerry Shi and Falguni Patel, were targeted with anti-immigrant mailers that said "Make Edison Great Again" and called for their deportation.63 The mailers said that "[t]he Chinese and Indians are taking over our town," and "Chinese school! Indian school! Cricket fields! Enough is enough."64 Next, in Hoboken, New Jersey, Sikh mayoral candidate, Ravi Bhalla was targeted with racist flyers placed on car windshields in Hoboken with the message "Don't let TERRORISM take over our town!" above his picture.65

• In 2018, the New Jersey Republican Party distributed campaign mailers about current Representative Andy Kim (NJ-03), who was running as a challenger to then-Representative Tom MacArthur, with the words “Something Is Real Fishy about Andy Kim,” featuring a typeface called Chop Suey with a picture of a dead fish on
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ice. In July 2021, Representative Kim was again targeted in a video made by Republican challenger Tricia Flanigan, in which she says about Kim, “He doesn’t represent our interests. He is not one of us.” Representative Kim responded that such words were deliberately used against him as an Asian American, and that “‘Not one of us’ are words that make many Asian Americans constantly feel like we are seen as foreigners in our own country.”

- According to NPR, in April 2020, Taiwanese American “Yuh-Line Niou, a member of the New York State Assembly, was passing out KN95 masks in front of a Kosher deli in her district when she was verbally harassed by a stranger who approached her on the street. ‘He said something like, ‘You’re the one who brought the virus here. I hope you die,’ she recalled. I hope you die’,’ she recalled. ‘It’s horrifying. You’re doing what you can to help people and everyone else wants you to die’.”

- The same NPR article noted that David Kim, “a Democratic congressional candidate in Los Angeles County [...] found] his Twitter inbox had filled with racist messages telling him to ‘go back to your country’ and ‘eat bats.’ Kim said, I’ve gotten so many comments, online at least [...]I’d never heard that type of racism to my face — not to that extreme.” The article went on to say that “Kim, who’s Korean American [...]said he expected to experience some racism as a candidate.” In his own words, Kim stated, “the whole national sentiment sort of supersized it and blew it up.”

- In 2020, dozens of voters in Lowell, Massachusetts were subject to “anti-Asian and xenophobic comments that were being hurled at voters standing in line,” said Iván Espinoza-Madrigal, the executive director of the Boston-based Lawyers for Civil Rights organization. He reported that the slurs included comments like, “Go back to where you come from” and were quite “loud and audible” so that they could be heard by many voters in line. Census Bureau data show that 23.2% of the city’s
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nearly 111,000 residents are Asian, with estimates putting Lowell’s Southeast Asian population, many of whom are refugees, at above 30,000.74

- In April 2023, Van Tran, a Vietnamese American City Council member in Morrow, Georgia, was criticized by a fellow councilmember who called her “un-American” and someone who “failed as a citizen of this country.” NBC News described how Tran was attacked in response to “backing a petition for multilingual voting ballots during city-level elections.”75 The article went on to describe how “Morrow, which has a population of 6,400 residents, is 32.9% Asian and 22% Hispanic or Latino, according to the U.S. Census. Tran is a naturalized citizen who immigrated to the U.S. 17 years ago. She said she was motivated to propose the initiative because a significant demographic of the town is Latino and Vietnamese.”76

- New Jersey Assemblywoman Sadaf Jaffer “decided in early 2023 she would not run for reelection” to the New Jersey General Assembly.77 She cited concerns that racial “slurs would affect her nine-year-old daughter.”78 Jaffer was among “the first Asian American and Muslim women lawmakers to join the legislature.”79 She described experiencing racism “during her campaigns.”80 For example, people questioned whether she was an American even though she was born in the United States. On social media, one comment had labeled her an “infiltrating savage.”81 Another read “Muslims need to be removed from the planet by any means necessary.”82 Women of color remain underrepresented in New Jersey politics, where “[j]ust one third of [the state’s] 120 [...] lawmakers are women. Only 5% of legislators are Asian American, compared to 12% of the state population.”83

Language Barrier to Access for Asian American Voters

A major obstacle facing some Asian American voters is the language barrier, which can lead to discrimination. According to the American Community Survey (ACS) in 2022, of the 315 million people in the United States over the age of five, 69 million people, or 22%,
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speak a language other than English at home. Among those other languages, the top three categories are Spanish, other Indo-European (which includes South Asian languages, such as Gujarati, Hindi, Urdu and Bengali), and Asian languages, at 42 million, 12.1 million and 11.2 million people, respectively. This means, nationally for people in the 2021 ACS who were Asian alone, about 3 out of every 4 Asian Americans speak a language other than English at home and almost one-third of the population is Limited English Proficient (LEP)—that is, has some difficulty with the English language. Voting can be intimidating and complex, even for native English speakers. It becomes that much more difficult for citizens whose first language is not English. Voting materials are written for a twelfth-grade level or higher of comprehension, which is much greater than that required for purposes of naturalization, making voting more challenging for voters with language barriers.

Language minority voters are often denied much-needed and federally required assistance at the polls and face numerous barriers at the polls. First, problems can arise from poll workers who do not fully understand voting rights laws. For example, poll workers have denied Asian American voters their right to an assistor of their choice under Section 208 of the Voting Rights Act.


86 U.S. Census Bureau, “Languages Spoken at Home.”

87 To capture the growing biracial and multiracial population, people can check more than one of the available races when filling out the Census. The Census Bureau describes this as either “Race Alone” or “Race Alone or in Combination.” Whenever we use Race Alone, we mean those who only marked the specific race category. When we say Race Alone or in Combination, we mean anyone who marked that specific race category, regardless of what other races they may have also selected.

88 The current definition of LEP is persons who speak English less than “very well.” The Census Bureau has determined that most respondents overestimate their English proficiency and therefore, those who answer other than “very well” are deemed LEP. See H.R. Rep. No. 102-655, at 8 (1992), as reprinted in 1992 U.S.C.C.A.N. 766, 772.


90 In 2021, South Asian voters sued the town of Hamtramck, Michigan, for failing to provide adequate Bengali-language translations of ballots and other election-related material despite being obligated to do so by federal elections officials in accordance with Section 203 of the VRA. See “South Asian Voters Sue Hamtramck, MI for Alleged Voting Rights Violations,” News India Times, June 4, 2021, https://www.newsindiatimes.com/south-asian-voters-sue-hamtramck-mi-for-alleged-voting-rights-violations/. Likewise, in the town of Malden, Massachusetts, legal advocacy groups observed violations during March primaries and local elections in 2020, where poll monitors found that “seven out of 10 poll sites did not provide any Chinese language interpreters and that almost all poll sites were missing some translated signage and/or materials” as mandated by the VRA. See “How a Boston Suburb Corrected Voter Rights Violations against Asian Americans,” NBC News, December 10, 2020, https://www.nbcnews.com/news/asian-america/how-boston-suburb-corrected-voter-rights-violations-against-asian-americans-n1250454.
the VRA\textsuperscript{92} or asked for ID when it is not needed.\textsuperscript{93} During the 2012 general election, a poll worker in New Orleans mistaken thought only LEP voters of languages covered by Section 203 of the VRA were entitled to assistance in voting under Section 208. Since Vietnamese was not a Section 203-covered language either for the county or the state, the poll worker denied LEP Vietnamese voters the assistance of their choice when voting.\textsuperscript{94} Additionally, LEP voters may face hostile and/or discriminatory poll workers who are suspicious of the voters’ accent or limited English proficiency.\textsuperscript{95} Community based, nonpartisan, poll monitors have reported that poll workers often are unaware of and question the need for language assistance. For example, poll workers in Virginia have questioned needing language assistance at all because in order to become a citizen “you have to take the test in English.”

**The Growing Asian American Electorate Becoming a Potential Threat to the Status Quo and the Need to Protect Asian American Voters**

The **Growing Asian American Electorate**

The ongoing and significant rapid growth of the Asian American community, including its electorate, creates further risk for discrimination against Asian American voters.

\textsuperscript{92} Section 208 of the VRA is the right to assistance of a voter’s choice by reason of blindness, disability, or inability to read or write the right and is discussed below. In DeKalb County, Georgia, Korean Americans with limited English proficiency encountered difficulties when trying to bring an interpreter into their polling place for elections on November 6, 2018. A Georgia state law requiring interpreters to be either registered voters in the same precinct or eligible family members conflicted with a federal law which gives voters wider latitude in their choice of interpreters. This caused confusion for some poll workers as to which rules to follow. See “Federal Law Allows Nearly Anyone to Translate for Voters. At Polls, It Can Be a Different Story.,” \textit{NBC News}, December 19, 2018, \url{https://www.nbcnews.com/news/asian-america/federal-law-allows-nearly-anyone-translate-voters-polls-it-can-n949056}.

\textsuperscript{93} Likewise, Texas enacted voting laws in 2021 that restricted voter assistance to only reading the ballot for the voter, marking a ballot for a voter, or directing a voter to read and mark the ballot. These restrictions were only lifted after a federal lawsuit successfully argued that the limitations violated Section 208 of the VRA. See Ashley Lopez, “Texas Is Barred from Enforcing New Restrictions on Voter Assistance,” \textit{NPR}, July 19, 2022, sec. Elections, \url{https://www.npr.org/2022/07/19/1112310993/texas-is-barred-from-enforcing-new-restrictions-on-voter-assistance}.


\textsuperscript{95} In 2020, Salewa Ogunmefun noted that migrant voters were being targeted. She said, “[w]e had a lot of conversations with judges of elections where they said things ranging from, ‘we just wanted to be able to understand their name,’ or ‘I just wanted to understand what they were saying,’ but it was very targeted toward migrant voters.” Her organization, The Center for Popular Democracy, received complaints from York County, Pennsylvania because in places with significant immigrant or limited English proficiency populations, identification was being requested. Nina Feldman, “Election Day Voting Barriers: Language access, constables, correcting mistakes,” \textit{WHYY}, November 4, 2020, \url{https://whyy.org/articles/election-day-voting-barriers-language-access-constables-correcting-mistakes/}. See also Dan Klepal, “Asian Americans Say They Faced Voting Problems,” \textit{The Atlanta Journal-Constitution}, March 9, 2013, sec. News, \url{https://www.ajc.com/news/asian-americans-say-they-faced-voting-problems/HPEDLTT1BDPQwpib0WN1Q/}. 
Throughout history, “the pockets of most determined efforts to restrict minority voting rights were areas of the country where racial/ethnic groups made up a larger than average share of the population” because that is when “they will be more likely to have substantial influence on election outcomes.”

Since the passage of the 1965 Immigration Act ended race-based immigration quotas, Asian American communities in the United States have grown extensively and are starting to reach a point where they can be the margin of victory in many places. The statistics in this section are for Asian and Asian ethnicities alone or in combination with other races. According to the 2020 Census, Asian Americans continued to be among the nation’s fastest growing racial group, with a national growth rate of 38.6% between 2010 and 2020; growing to over 24.0 million Asian Americans and making up 7.2% of the total population. From the American Community Survey, the number of eligible Asian American voters grew by 45% from 8.3 million in 2010 to over 12 million in 2020 (as compared to a growth rate of 24% for the total population over that same time period). Leading into the 2024 election, Asian Americans continue to be the fastest growing electorate (defined as the citizen voting age population (CVAP)) with a projected 15% increase in the Asian American electorate from 2020. The roughly 15 million Asian Americans eligible to vote represents about 6.1% of the overall electorate.

Often viewed inaccurately as a monolithic group, Asian Americans are exceedingly diverse, with different perspectives and needs. The previous decade showed that the country’s fastest growing Asian American ethnic groups were the Nepalese, Burmese, Singaporean, Bhutanese, and Mongolian populations—each more than doubling in size between 2010 and 2020. Chinese Americans continue to be the largest Asian American ethnic group,

97 Respondents can check more than one of the available races when filling out the Census. The Census Bureau describes this as either “Race Alone” or “Race Alone or in Combination.”
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numbering over 5.2 million nationally, followed by Indian, Filipino, Vietnamese, Korean, and Japanese. These top six groups account for 80% of all Asian Americans in 2020.\(^{102}\)

Asian Americans are also geographically diverse and are growing fastest in non-traditional gateway communities. Between 2010 and 2020, the top 10 fastest growing Asian American populations were in North Dakota, South Dakota, Nebraska, District of Columbia, North Carolina, Indiana, Texas, South Carolina, Montana, and Utah with growth rates ranging between 60.9% to 103.1%. California had an Asian population of over 7.0 million in 2020, by far the nation’s largest. It was followed by New York (2.2 million), Texas (1.8 million), New Jersey (1.0 million), and Washington (almost 940,000). Of the four Census regions of the US, the South had the fastest growing Asian American population with a growth rate of 54% from 2010 to 2020. As a result, the South region was now home to 1 in 4 Asian Americans, while the share of Asian Americans living in the West region fell from 46% to 43%.\(^{103}\)

We are also seeing an increase among Asian American voting participation. Between 2010 to 2020, the growth rate of eligible Asian Americans registering to vote (97%; from 4.1 million to almost 8.2 million registered) and voting (190%; from 2.6 million to 7.6 million who voted) was even greater during that same time period. The 2020 election showed over 1.8 million additional eligible voters from the previous presidential election, and an even higher increase in Asian Americans who actually registered and voted. This represents a 28.1% increase in registered Asian Americans and 37.0% increase in Asian Americans who voted between the 2016 and 2020 presidential elections. Comparing the 2018 and the 2022 midterm elections reveals similar growth rates for registered Asian Americans, with an increase of 27.1%. However, the growth rate for Asian Americans who voted was smaller at a 11.4% increase.


Presidential Elections

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Asian CVAP</th>
<th>Registered Asian</th>
<th>Asians Voted</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2020</td>
<td>12,641,000</td>
<td>8,157,000</td>
<td>7,593,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016</td>
<td>11,118,000</td>
<td>6,369,000</td>
<td>5,542,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>9,033,000</td>
<td>5,173,000</td>
<td>4,331,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Growth in #s (2016–2020)</td>
<td>1,523,000</td>
<td>1,788,000</td>
<td>2,051,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Growth by % (2016–2020)</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td>28%</td>
<td>37%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Midterm Elections

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Asian CVAP</th>
<th>Registered Asian</th>
<th>Asians Voted</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2022</td>
<td>13,631,000</td>
<td>8,382,000</td>
<td>5,658,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018</td>
<td>12,170,000</td>
<td>6,595,000</td>
<td>5,080,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>10,332,000</td>
<td>5,166,000</td>
<td>2,883,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Growth in #s (2018–2022)</td>
<td>1,461,000</td>
<td>1,787,000</td>
<td>578,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Growth by % (2018–2022)</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>27%</td>
<td>11%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The growing Asian American electorate has the potential to influence election outcomes. For example, in the last presidential election in 2020, the Asian American electorate in the state (defined in this specific case as the citizen voting age population) was larger than the margin of victory in 10 states: Georgia, Arizona, Nevada, Wisconsin, North Carolina, Hawaii, Pennsylvania, Texas, Florida, and Michigan. Two states, Alaska and Virginia, had Asian American electorates that were 97% and 96% of the margins of victory, respectively.\(^{104}\)

Persistent Voter Participation Gaps Prevents Asian Americans From Fully Capitalizing on Their Increase in Size and Potential to Influence

Growth in an electorate of color is often perceived as a threat to the status quo, with those in power often taking steps to silence the growing populace to keep them from maximizing their political strength. The U.S. has historically restricted the right to vote to specific segments of the population, often identified as a group based on race, ethnicity, national origin, and gender, through a myriad of tactics.\(^{105}\) Exclusion of certain groups of voters was often based in providing a political advantage to those in power— that is, “[w]here minority...

---


groups could influence politics, even if only as significant members of coalitions with White voters, efforts to restrict voting rights followed.”106

One indicator of potential ongoing voting discrimination is a persistent gap in racial voter participation—that is, the ongoing relative depression of participation by voters of color as compared to white voters. A recent study noted that “[t]he racial turnout gap—or the difference in the turnout rate between white and nonwhite voters—is a key way of measuring participation equality.”107 Despite increases in the size of the electorate (as referenced above), Asian Americans are not maximizing their political power. Voter participation rates persistently lag behind that of white voters. This has certainly been quantifiable since data on Asian American voters has been available, but is also likely to have been the case for as long as Asian Americans have had the right to vote in this country. Asian Americans are not maximizing their voting strength—one reason for which is ongoing and increasing voter suppression and discrimination.108

---

106 B. Fraga Testimony. See also, L. Fraga Testimony.
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The Ability to Protect Asian American Voters was Harmed by Shelby County

The Supreme Court has made voting discrimination harder to stop, including for Asian Americans. Voter suppression laws have proliferated since the Shelby County decision. The increase in voter suppression is no surprise in light of increasing voter participation by communities of color (even while there continues to be a participation gap). History shows that when “successful attempts to fully enfranchise a previously excluded group have been attempted, those in power—whether perceived or in reality—have often worked to reverse that enfranchisement.”\textsuperscript{111} The reality is that “retrenchment and reaction have often led to backsliding that required even greater efforts to overcome the policies and practices of dilution and disenfranchisement.”\textsuperscript{112} Additionally, the Shelby County decision resulted in legislators pushing through laws designed to make it harder for minorities to vote, particularly in previously covered jurisdictions.


\textsuperscript{111} L. Fraga Testimony.

\textsuperscript{112} L. Fraga Testimony.
During the 2021–2023 period, at least 1,204 restrictive bills were considered by lawmakers in 49 states. Voters in 27 states will face new restrictions for the 2024 presidential election as a result of at least 62 laws restricting access to voting passed between 2021–2023. Furthermore, an analysis of state laws passed between 2011 and 2023 by the Voting Rights Lab reveals that previously covered preclearance states passed 25 laws restricting voter access or interfering with election administration from 2011–2023, with 20 of those passed after *Shelby County v. Holder*.

The *Shelby County* decision and the rise in voter suppression laws have harmed Asian American voters, who have had to litigate cases that may not have been necessary prior to *Shelby County* as the challenged laws would have had to go through the preclearance approval process. Numerous lawsuits were brought on behalf of Asian Americans since the decision, including several in Georgia and Arizona—both previously covered jurisdictions—in which Advancing Justice has been engaged. For both Georgia and Arizona, below we provide demographic snapshots, describe the voter suppression bills, and detail their harm to voters.

**Georgia**

Demographic Snapshot of Georgia’s Asian American and Pacific Islanders in 2024

- 610,257 AAPI Population
- 51.9% Population Growth since 2012
- 328,471 Eligible AAPI Voters
- 4.16% AAPI Share of Electorate
- 64.5% of Asian American adults speak a language other than English at home
- 33.9% of Asian American adults are LEP

---


115 See Voting Rights Lab “VRL Research: Voting Legislation in Preclearance Jurisdictions - External” (Washington, DC: 2024), [https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1jWoDpi6VHT7B8kbcdnx3TNymYKhWLFpTPbRHRhVh28/](https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1jWoDpi6VHT7B8kbcdnx3TNymYKhWLFpTPbRHRhVh28/).

### COUNTIES WITH HIGHEST AAPI POPULATIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>County</th>
<th>AAPI Share of County Population</th>
<th>Size of AAPI Population</th>
<th>AAPI Eligible Voter Share of County Population</th>
<th>Number of AAPI Eligible Voters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gwinnett County</td>
<td>12.8%</td>
<td>122,482</td>
<td>20.7%</td>
<td>65,695</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fulton County</td>
<td>7.6%</td>
<td>80,882</td>
<td>10.5%</td>
<td>38,387</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DeKalb County</td>
<td>6.2%</td>
<td>47,549</td>
<td>8.9%</td>
<td>21,275</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cobb County</td>
<td>5.6%</td>
<td>42,946</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>22,134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forsyth County</td>
<td>16.6%</td>
<td>42,032</td>
<td>25.9%</td>
<td>14,553</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Georgia Exact Match

Efforts to purge voters from the voter rolls have fallen more heavily on voters of color, including Asian Americans. The absence of a functioning Section 5 as a result of the Shelby County decision has resulted in ongoing litigation and increased harm to voters of color in Georgia. Georgia has enacted various iterations of an “exact match” protocol since 2008: a voter registration protocol that places would-be voters in “pending” status on voter rolls if their voter registration data does not match exactly the same information as it appears in other state databases, such as driver services or Social Security. In 2009, in objecting to the program through the preclearance process, DOJ criticized Georgia’s protocol as “flawed” and “frequently subject[ed] a disproportionate number of African-American, Asian, and/or Hispanic voters to additional and . . . erroneous burdens on the right to register to vote.” The DOJ found that Asian American and Pacific Islander applicants were more than twice as likely as their white counterparts to be flagged under “exact match.”

The program was able to secure approval in the preclearance process after the state added new safeguards. However, it was unclear whether these safeguards were actually utilized, and the program was challenged by civil rights organizations in 2016. Of the 34,874 voter registrations cancelled from July 2013 to July 2015 as a result of the “exact match” system, approximately 76.3 percent of those registrations were submitted by registrants of color. “Of those, Black applicants were eight times more likely to fail the state’s verification process than white applicants, and Latinos and Asian-Americans were six times more likely to fail.” Would-be voters were penalized by a process fraught with data entry mistakes, limitations in the matching software, and other glitches that applicants had no way of knowing existed. “Other problems [...] included applicants who

---


used their surname as a first name, which is common among some Korean-Americans.”  

The lawsuit was settled with the state agreeing to suspend the program.  

Passed in 2017, a revised “exact match” process has continued to have a discriminatory impact on minority voter registrants, producing erroneous non-matches at high rates. In 2017, Georgia reportedly purged 560,000 names from its voter registration rolls in a single day, the largest voter roll purge in American history. Additionally, based on data produced by the Georgia Secretary of State’s office, of the approximately 51,111 voter registrations that were “pending” on July 4, 2018, due to the exact match program, approximately 80.15 percent were submitted by Black, Latino, and Asian American registrants.  

Another lawsuit was brought in 2018 challenging the revised exact match protocol in light of these purges. In 2019, the state removed 313,000 voters from the rolls on the grounds that they moved from their voter registration address. A subsequent analysis revealed that 63.3% of the voters had not moved at all and that the flawed purge process predominantly impacted non-white voters in the Atlanta metro region, where the majority of Asian American and Pacific Islander voters in Georgia reside. While the Georgia General Assembly largely ended the protocol in 2019 with regard to identity data, they left intact the part of the program that allowed eligible Georgia voters to continue to be burdened by the “citizenship match” portion of the protocol, which flags voters as potential noncitizens based on data from the Department of Driver Services known to be outdated. Many of the affected voters are Asian American and Pacific Islander, as they are often voters who recently naturalized as citizens and/or obtained a Georgia driver’s license prior to naturalization. Additionally, Georgia aggressively purges voter registration rolls in a way that disproportionately harms Asian American and Pacific Islander voters.  

- Voter Suppression Bill SB 202  

In March 2021, Georgia Governor Brian Kemp signed into law Georgia Senate Bill 202 ("SB 202"), a bill that was introduced in the Georgia General Assembly just 35 days earlier.  

120 Mock, “How Dismantling the Voting Rights Act Helped Georgia Discriminate Again.”  
Several proponents of SB 202 explained that the intent of the bill was to reduce Georgian voter turnout, especially in light of the record number of votes were cast by Georgians in the 2020 General Election and 2021 Runoff Elections. Georgia achieved that unprecedented turnout, in part, by affording its voters several options for exercising their constitutional right to vote, both in person on Election Day and through mail-in absentee ballots that could be returned through the postal system or deposited in secure drop boxes. SB 202, which was rushed through in an erratic and non-transparent legislative process, eliminated many of these options and made accessing the ballot more difficult.

Advancing Justice – AAJC, Advancing Justice – Atlanta, and Advancing Justice – ALC brought a lawsuit challenged certain provisions of SB 202 under Section 2 of the VRA, as well as the Fourteenth and Fifteenth Amendments to the United States Constitution. The challenged provisions decrease the time frame to request and receive absentee-by-mail ballots, limit access to secure drop boxes, prohibit election officials from proactively mailing absentee-by-mail ballot applications, and impose additional identification requirements for absentee-by-mail ballots. The lawsuit contends that such voting restrictions intentionally discriminate against communities of color, specifically voting-eligible Asian American and Pacific Islander Georgians, disproportionately and negatively impacting the voting ability of Georgia’s voting-eligible AAPI population in violation of federal law.

Asian Americans and Pacific Islanders in Georgia vote absentee-by-mail at a substantially higher rate than the average voter in the state. During the 2020 General Election, approximately 40% of Asian American and Pacific Islander voters used absentee-by-mail voting, compared to about 26% of all Georgian voters on average. And during the 2021 Runoff Elections, approximately 34% of Asian American and Pacific Islander voters voted absentee-by-mail, compared to about 24% of all Georgian voters on average. As these statistics reflect, absentee-by-mail ballots facilitate greater Asian American and Pacific Islander participation in Georgia’s elections. The Asian American community has a higher proportion of foreign-born residents compared to other racial groups in Georgia, and limited English proficiency (LEP) remains common in the Georgia Asian American community. For context, more than one in five Asian American and Pacific Islander households in Georgia are LEP households. Furthermore, while Asian Americans make up less than five percent of Georgia’s total population, they form approximately one quarter (24.39%) of the state’s LEP population. Newly naturalized citizens, first time voters, and LEP voters often need more time to review their ballot materials and/or seek assistance from persons authorized under Georgia law. Absentee-by-mail voting allows these voters crucial time and resources that may be less available or accessible through in-person voting.

Further limiting the ability of Georgian Asian Americans and Pacific Islanders to vote is the reduced access to secure drop boxes. Before SB 202 was enacted, Georgia voters enjoyed the ability to safely and securely cast their ballots in one of 330 drop boxes in Georgia, most of which were freestanding outside of a building and often accessible 24 hours a day. Moreover, drop box locations were permitted to open as early as 49 days before Election Day, and did not close until 7:00 p.m. on Election Day. As a result of SB 202, the number of drop boxes will be reduced sharply. For example, in Gwinnett County, whose population is approximately 50% non-white and 12.5% Asian American and Pacific Islander, there were 23 ballot drop boxes during the 2020 election cycle. Under SB 202, that number will dwindle; likely, only six drop boxes will be permitted for a county of over 936,000 residents. Similarly, Fulton County, a county with over one million residents and home to the second-largest Asian American and Pacific Islander population in the state, offered 36 drop boxes during the 2020 election cycle. But SB 202 would force Fulton County to cut the number of drop boxes to as few as nine. Combined with a drastic reduction in the hours these drop boxes will be made available, these changes will harm Asian American and Pacific Islander voters in Georgia who will already face time constraints to navigate a further-complicated absentee-by-mail ballot system.

The effect of these restrictions on Asian American and Pacific Islander voters, in addition to other restrictions in SB 202 that disproportionately affect communities of color, would not have passed muster under a Section 5 review, as voters of color would be worse off as a result of this voting change. Instead of a resource-efficient process to assess the proposed voting change (under preclearance), there are currently eight lawsuits challenging these provisions and many voters will likely be harmed while these lawsuits work their way through the legal process.125

Arizona

Demographic Snapshot of Arizona’s Asian American Pacific Islanders in 2024126

- 400,024 AAPI Population
- 50.1% Population Growth since 2012
- 231,988 Eligible AAPI Voters
- 4.36% AAPI Share of Electorate
- 51% of Asian American adults speak a language other than English at home
- 22.1% of Asian American adults are LEP

---


## COUNTIES WITH HIGHEST AAPI POPULATIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>County</th>
<th>AAPI Share of County Population</th>
<th>Size of AAPI Population</th>
<th>AAPI Eligible Voter Share of County Population</th>
<th>Number of AAPI Eligible Voters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Maricopa</td>
<td>4.4%</td>
<td>195,714</td>
<td>6.4%</td>
<td>108,013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pima County</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>31,390</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>19,737</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pinal County</td>
<td>1.9%</td>
<td>8,106</td>
<td>2.5%</td>
<td>5,563</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Arizona Voter Suppression Bills: H.B. 2492 and H.B. 2243

The state government of Arizona has a long history of seeking to unjustly restrict or outright deny the voting rights of Arizona’s voters of color and naturalized voters. In 2022, Arizona passed H.B. 2492 and H.B. 2243, two state laws designed to restrict and deny the voting rights of Arizona’s voters of color and naturalized voters. On their own, each law sought to suppress voters of color and naturalized voters; combined, they attempted to establish various citizenship and “proof” requirements for voting, along with swift voter cancellations and the creation of an “anyone-can-accuse” investigation system that refers accused voters who are unable to provide onerous evidence of citizenship to criminal investigations. Specifically, they do this by (1) making it harder to register to vote, (2) chilling voters from registering to vote, (3) cancelling already-registered voters for certain elections for failure to provide documentary proof of citizenship, and (4) commands county recorders to arbitrarily investigate and cancel accused voters who are unable to provide onerous evidence of citizenship within 35 days—and then refer them to the county attorneys and the attorney general for criminal investigation. Advancing Justice – AAJC sued Arizona on behalf of Arizona Asian American Native Hawaiian and Pacific Islander for Equity Coalition, challenging the two state laws and were able to enjoin many of its harmful provisions.

H.B. 2492 and H.B. 2243 were the latest entries in a nearly two-decade attempt by Arizona to unduly burden voting rights via “proof of citizenship” requirements and punishment schemes, during which time Arizona was repeatedly told by the courts—including the U.S. Supreme Court—that its “proof of citizenship” requirements are in contravention of law. On the heels of the Supreme Court’s rejection of the proof of citizenship requirement for Federal Form users, Arizona did two things. First, Arizona sought to have the Federal Form changed by challenging the Election Assistance Commission’s decision to not include proof of citizenship on the Federal Form. Second, Arizona implemented a bifurcated voter registration system, allowing individuals to register to vote with the Federal Form for federal elections only, but requiring voters in state and local elections to satisfy the proof of citizenship requirement of Proposition 200. This bifurcated system was challenged in court as violating potential voters’ First and Fourteenth Amendment rights, which resulted in Arizona entering into a consent decree requiring the state to treat Federal Form applicants and state form applicants without proof of citizenship the same.127

---

The onerous provisions of H.B. 2492 and H.B. 2243 would have a disproportionate impact on voters of color and naturalized voters, including Asian Americans. AANHPIs and other ethnic groups are disproportionately likely to lack or timely obtain the forms of documentary proof of citizenship required under H.B. 2492 and H.B. 2243 to register to vote and remain on the voter rolls.

Among other things, H.B. 2492 made the place of birth mandatory for the state voter registration form, in effect disclosing who are naturalized citizens. Next, Arizona voters who used the federal form to register to vote and did not provide documentary proof of citizenship, would be subjected to matching against databases to ascertain citizenship—databases that are outdated and who often do not have information on US born citizens. And if citizenship was not ascertained, these voters would not be allowed to vote in Presidential elections and subjected to criminal investigations. If voters somehow made it onto the rolls under HB 2243, they would be subject to similar database matching as in HB 2492 when their records are not matched to proof of citizenship contained in driver records or voter files. This database matching and removal can take place just because someone has a “reason to believe” that a voter was not a citizen and the voter could not be matched to a database that recorded naturalized citizens but otherwise contained no information on US-born citizens. Furthermore, these removals could have taken place any time under HB 2243, right until the start of an election.

In addition, because AANHPIs comprise a large proportion of naturalized citizens in Arizona and the population of AANHPIs and other ethnic groups in Arizona is rapidly increasing, the requirements imposed by H.B. 2492 and H.B. 2243 on naturalized citizens could have had a disproportionately negative impact on voter registrations by AANHPIs. Each year from 2014 to 2020, Arizona had more than 11,000 residents naturalize and become U.S. citizens. Mexico is the country of origin with the highest percentage of naturalizations each year, followed by countries in Asia. H.B. 2492 and H.B. 2243 both create avenues for potential unwarranted criminal prosecution for naturalized citizens who are unable to provide documentary proof of citizenship in a timely manner.

This is particularly meaningful because 61.5% of the AANHPI citizen voting age population are naturalized citizens, according to 2020 Census Bureau data. Furthermore, many foreign-born Asian Arizonans are newer arrivals to Arizona. The 2020–2021 American Community Survey estimated that, for Asian Arizonans born outside the U.S., 20.9% entered the U.S. between 2000 and 2009, and 35.1% entered in 2010 or later. In Arizona, the fee for obtaining a driver’s license ranged from $10 to $25, depending on age and type, at the time of the filing. The fee for an identification card is $12 for anyone under the age of 65. To obtain a license or identification card, an applicant must provide proof of

---
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identification, age, and authorized presence, such as a birth certificate, U.S. passport, or naturalization certificate. For Arizona, the birth certificate would come through regular mail, though additional fees could be paid for expedited shipping. Costs for U.S. passport books are $130 to $160, assuming an applicant can present evidence of citizenship, with an extra fee of $150 if the applicant cannot. As of March 15, 2024 routine processing times are 6 to 8 weeks, and even 2 to 3 weeks when paying for expedited processing. The current cost for replacing a naturalization certificate is $555.00. Further costs for these documents can be expected should a life event, such as a name change, require a change to the information. Indirect costs associated with travel time and waiting time lead to further expense. These costs are often too burdensome for members of the AANHPI community, naturalized citizens, and other voters of color in Arizona, and particularly burdensome for voters with limited English proficiency.

Worst of all, H.B. 2243 mandated that when a county recorder—or anyone else for that matter—questions the citizenship of a voter, based simply on a subjective, often racist, xenophobic, “reason to believe”—that accused voter would be subjected to outdated and unreliable government databases matches, and if unable to ascertain their citizenship and provide timely documentary proof, the Attorney General will investigate and may prosecute such a voter. As a consequence, H.B. 2492 and H.B. 2243 created a chilling effect on potential voters to register to vote, especially voters with limited English proficiency, AANHPIs, naturalized citizens, and other voters of color.

Ultimately, Advancing Justice – AAJC, along with others, was able to secure a victory striking down some of the worst provisions of both laws. As a result of the litigation, federal form voters who don’t provide documentary proof of citizenship will be able to vote in all federal elections, not just congressional elections. Voters, including AANHPIs (over 60% of whom are naturalized in Arizona), will not be forced to disclose their place of birth or required to prove their citizenship multiple times just because they are accused of not being American. Finally, voters can’t be systematically removed from voter rolls within 90 days of a federal election. Although the outcome in this case did not go as far as it should in protecting Arizona voters, it struck several key provisions of H.B. 2492 and H.B. 2243.

---

While plaintiffs were ultimately able to succeed to a certain degree in the litigation, the litigation took years and significant resources to fight. Additionally, voters of color suffered during the past several years, feeling the exact chilling effect the bills were designed to create – all of which may well have been avoided with a fully functioning Section 5.

**Asian Americans Need A Restored and Strengthened VRA That Addresses the Community’s Needs**

Because of the changing demographics of this country, a fully restored and modernized VRA, such as the John R. Lewis Voting Rights Advancement Act (JLVRAA), is needed more than ever. JLVRAA recognizes that a legislative solution to the *Shelby County* decision must include both a substitute coverage formula for jurisdictions based on a history of voting discrimination and a mechanism that also addresses the needs of emerging communities of color that face discrimination aimed to silence their political influence by those currently in power. Section 5 preclearance has served, and must continue to serve, a powerful role in addressing voting discrimination conducted by persistent and perpetually bad actors with a history of engaging in voting discrimination. Asian Americans need Section 5 to be restored and once again functional to combat the increasing efforts to suppress the community’s vote.

However, a history-based coverage formula alone is not enough to protect the voting rights of emerging minority populations. Today, more and more of the most rapidly growing racial, ethnic, and language-minority communities are found in cities and states where they were not previously in significant numbers. Racial tensions often occur when groups of minorities grow rapidly in an area and where there is an increase in political relevance of that minority community. Certain practices have historically been utilized

---


to silence the political voice of communities of color, precisely at the moment when they become numerous enough to acquire political salience. JLVRAA would address this phenomenon against emerging communities of color through practice-based preclearance. This require preclearance review (performed by either the Department of Justice or the federal District Court in Washington, D.C.) prior to implementation of certain suspect practices where it would be most likely to be used in a discriminatory fashion. Practice-based preclearance is particularly important for Asian American communities that are growing rapidly in numerous different cities and counties, and where they are beginning to emerge as a potential political power, as this growth in numbers and power can lead to fear of and resentment toward Asian Americans by those in power, resulting in the hampering of Asian Americans in exercising their right to vote free of harassment and discrimination.140

In addition to restoring and strengthening Section 5 as described above, a fully restored and modernized VRA is one that would also address the disappointing Supreme Court decision in Brnovich v. DNC. The JLVRAA does just that in addition to providing important provisions around public notice and transparency, federal observers and other facets of the VRA. The JLVRAA seeks to restore and strengthen the VRA, providing a more fulsome, forward-focused toolbox in our ongoing fight to combat voting discrimination.

